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a b s t r a c t
Missing attribute values are prevalent in real relational data, especially the data extracted
from the Web. Their accurate imputation is important for ensuring high quality of data
analytics. Even though many techniques have been proposed for this task, none of them
provides a ﬂexible mechanism for quality control. The lack of quality guarantee may result in many missing data being ﬁlled with wrong values, which can easily result in biased data analysis. In this paper, we ﬁrst propose a novel probabilistic framework based
on the concept of Generalized Feature Dependency (GFD). By exploiting the monotonicity between imputation precision and match probability, it enables a ﬂexible mechanism
for quality control. We then present the imputation model with precision guarantee and
the techniques to maximize recall while meeting a user-speciﬁed precision requirement.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on real data. Our extensive
experiments show that it has performance advantage over the state-of-the-art alternatives
and most importantly, its quality control mechanism is effective.
© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Missing attribute values are prevalent in real relational data, due to incomplete entry, inaccurate extraction or corrupted
sources [1]. Since the missing data may severely impair the integrity of analytical results, it is usually necessary to impute those missing values before delving into data analysis. The existing techniques for relational data imputation can be
broadly classiﬁed into statistical [14,22,28], nearest neighbor (NN) [2,11,31,40] and machine learning (ML) [12,13,20,26,29] approaches. The statistical approaches seek to ﬁll the missing data such that statistical properties of interest (e.g., mean or
variance) are maximally maintained. The NN-based approaches ﬁll a record’s missing attribute value based on its neighbors.
In comparison, the ML-based approaches ﬁrst train a model over complete records, and then impute the missing values by
either classiﬁcation or regression. It is noteworthy that the NN-based approaches are usually effective in the cases where
there exist a lot of duplicate values or highly similar records whereas in the cases where only a limited number of duplicate
values are available, it has been empirically shown that the ML-based approaches usually perform better.
Unfortunately, none of the existing solutions provides a mechanism for quality control. The lack of quality guarantee
may result in many missing data being ﬁlled with wrong values, which can easily result in biased data analysis. Therefore,
it is often desirable to leave a missing value intact rather than ﬁll it with a wrong one. To this end, we propose a new
probabilistic framework in this paper. We motivate our approach by comparing it with the NN-based approach using the
∗
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Table 1
A running example.

ID

Author

Title

Journal

t1

Mecca, G. and Bonner, A. J.

t2

Chen, Ming Syan and Han, Jiawei and
Yu, P. S.
Smyth, P. and Goodman, R. M.

Query languages for sequence
databases: termination and complexity
Data Mining: An Overview from a
Database Perspective
An Information Theoretic Approach to
Rule Induction from Databases
Evaluation of Concurrency Control
Strategies for Mixed Soft Real-Time
Database Systems
Combining multi-visual features for
eﬃcient indexing in a large image
database
Optimal-Location-Selection Query
Processing in Spatial Databases

IEEE Transactions on Knowledge & Data
Engineering
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge & Data
Engineering
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge & Data
Engineering
Information Systems

t3
t4

t5

t6

Lam, Kam Yiu and Kuo, Tei Wei and
Kao, Ben and Lee, Tony S. H and Cheng,
Reynold
Ngu, Anne H. H. and Sheng, Quan Z.
and Du, Q. Huynh and Lei, Ron
Gao, Yunjun and Zheng, Baihua and
Chen, Gencai and Li, Qing

VLDB Journal

_

example shown in Table 1. Suppose that some missing values for the attribute Journal need to be imputed, a typical NN
approach reasons about a missing Journal value using the similarity rule (SR) deﬁned as follows:

SR1 : [Author, Title] → [Journal]
SR1 states that if two records have similar Author and Title values, their Journal values should also be similar. According
to SR1 , a record’s missing Journal value can be ﬁlled with the Journal value of its nearest neighbor measured on Author
and Title. It can be observed that the major challenge of the NN-based approach is to answer the question of how similar
is similar. If the similarity threshold is set high, it can easily suffer from neighbor sparsity. A low threshold is instead prone
to incorrect imputation.
In contrast to the NN-based approach, we propose to take a probabilistic perspective. It ﬁrst extracts features from the
existing attribute values and then probabilistically reasons about a missing value by analyzing its correlation with the extracted features. In the example shown in Table 1, it can be observed that the journal of “IEEE Transactions on Knowledge
and Data Engineering (TKDE)” is correlated with three quite different paper titles in the records of t1 , t2 and t3 . The NN
approach thus fails to detect the correlation existing between the paper titles and the journal venues. However, it can be observed that the three paper titles contain a common keyword “database”. It follows that the keyword “database” is probably
correlated with the “TKDE” journal. The proposed probabilistic approach represents the title keywords as the discriminating
features of journals, and quantiﬁes their correlation by a new form of functional dependency between features and attribute
values, called the Generalized Feature Dependency (GFD). In a GFD, the left-hand side (LHS) represents a feature while the
right-hand side (RHS) represents the probability distribution of its correlated attribute values. For instance, in the example
shown in Table 1, by a GFD, the presence of the feature “database” at the Title attribute indicates that the probability of its
Journal attribute value being TKDE is 60%, while the probability of being “VLDB Journal” or “Information Systems” is both
20%.
The most attractive property of the proposed probabilistic approach is that it enables a mechanism for quality control.
By taking advantage of the statistical monotonicity relationship between imputation precision and match probability, it can
ﬂexibly enforce precision guarantee. Speciﬁcally, given a user-speciﬁed precision level, it ﬁrst learns an optimal threshold
of match probability based on non-missing values, and then imputes a missing value if and only if its estimated match
probability exceeds the learned threshold. The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. We propose a novel probabilistic framework for relational data imputation based on the concept of generalized feature
dependency.
2. We propose an imputation model with precision guarantee. We present the techniques to maximize recall while ensuring
a user-speciﬁed precision level.
3. We demonstrate by extensive experiments on real data that the proposed framework performs better than the state-ofthe-art alternatives and most importantly, its quality control mechanism is effective.
For the sake of presentation simplicity, we summarize the frequently used notations in Table 2. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 deﬁnes the imputation task; Section 3 presents the probabilistic framework; Section 4 describes the imputation model with precision guarantee; Section 5 presents the algorithms and analyzes their complexities;
Section 6 presents the empirical evaluation results; Section 7 reviews more related work, and ﬁnally Section 8 concludes
the paper.
2. Task statement
Given a tuple ri in a relational table R, its value at the attribute B is deemed to be missing if it is equal to null. The goal
of data imputation is to ﬁll in a value of B for ri as accurately as possible based on the available information. In general, the
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Table 2
Notations.
Symbol

Notation

R
ri
fi
A, B
ai (bi )
A(ri )
Xi
Dom(A)
RI
RC
RW
RV

a relational table;
a tuple in R;
a feature of the record entities in R;
the attributes of R;
an attribute value at A (B);
the attribute value of ri at A;
the set of features extracted from ri ;
the value domain of the attribute A;
the set of tuples whose values at the imputation attribute are missing;
the set of tuples whose values at the imputation attribute are not missing;
a subset of RC , which is used to estimate match probability;
a subset of RC , which is used to learn optimal imputation model.

Table 3
An example of imputation with quality guarantee.
ri

P(b 1 |X i )

P(b 2 |X i )

P(b ∗ |X i )

b∗

b

Correct

Accepted

r1
r2
r3

1.0
0.1
0.51

0.0
0.9
0.49

1.0
0.9
0.51

b1
b2
b1

b1
b2
b2

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

available information consists of all the data in R. It can be observed that with regard to the imputation at ri , the non-null
attribute values of ri are of special interest. We represent the available information of ri by its feature set, which is denoted
by Xi . Optimally, for the imputation of B at ri , the imputed value bj should have the maximal conditional probability, P(bj |Xi ).
Therefore, we formally deﬁne the probabilistic imputation task without quality guarantee as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 (Traditional Relational Data Imputation). Given a relational table R with missing values at the attribute B, the
imputation task is to build a probabilistic model M: for each ri ∈ RI , M chooses a candidate, bk ∈ Dom(B), for the missing
value, such that bk = argmax(PM (b j |Xi )), in which Xi denotes the feature set extracted from ri and PM (b j |Xi )) denotes the
j

conditional probability estimated by M.
It is noteworthy that the task speciﬁed in Deﬁnition 1 does not enforce any quality guarantee on the resulting imputations. It is clear that even though an imputed value bk achieves the maximal conditional probability, its probability may be
so low that bk has only a small chance to be the true value. In this case, it is usually undesirable to ﬁll in the missing value
with bk . A more desirable practice is instead to impute a missing value with a candidate if and only if the candidate has a
high probability to be the true value.
In this paper, we enforce quality guarantee by ensuring the precision level, which denotes the proportion of the correct
imputations in all the executed imputations. The task of relational data imputation with quality guarantee is therefore to
build a probabilistic model that can maximize the recall while ensuring a user-speciﬁed precision level with a given conﬁdence. Note that provided with a precision requirement, maximizing recall corresponds to maximizing the number of ﬁlled
missing values. We formally deﬁne the task by a constrained optimization problem as follows:
Deﬁnition 2 (Relational Data Imputation with Quality Guarantee). Given a relational table R with missing values at the
attribute B, a precision level φ and a conﬁdence level γ , the probabilistic imputation task with quality guarantee is deﬁned
as follows:

M∗ = argmax(|RM | )
s.t.

M

P ( prec (M, R ) ≥ φ ) ≥ γ ,

in which M denotes a probabilistic model, M∗ denotes the optimal model that maximizes the number of ﬁlled missing
values while ensuring the precision level of φ , RM denotes the set of tuples whose missing values at B are ﬁlled by M,
|RM | denotes the number of tuples in RM , and prec(M, R ) denotes the achieved imputation precision of M on R.
We illustrate the difference between the traditional imputation and the imputation with quality guarantee by the following toy example:
Example 1. Suppose that R contains three tuples r1 , r2 , r3 ∈ RI with the missing values at the attribute B, and there are two
candidate values b1 , b2 ∈ Dom(B). Let b∗ and b denote the candidate with the maximal posterior probability and the ground
truth respectively. As shown in Table 3, the imputations for r1 [B] and r2 [B] should be accepted due to the high match
probabilities of P(b∗ |X1 ) and P(b∗ |X2 ), while the imputation for r3[B] should be rejected since P (b∗ |X3 ) = 0.51 implies a great
risk of incorrect imputation (b∗ = b ). Comparatively, the traditional imputation will accept all the candidates suggested by
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a probabilistic model, while the imputation with quality guarantee would only accept the candidates with suﬃciently high
posterior probabilities.
3. Probabilistic framework
In this section, we propose a probabilistic framework, which computes the match probability of a candidate (i.e., its
probability of being the true value) by quantifying its correlation with features. We ﬁrst deﬁne the concept of GFD (Generalized Feature Dependency), then describe the process of feature extraction and ﬁnally present the techniques for match
probability estimation.
3.1. Generalized feature dependency
Before deﬁning GFD, we ﬁrst deﬁne feature dependency, which speciﬁes the relationship between a feature and an attribute value, as follows:
Deﬁnition 3. Given a feature, fi , of the attribute A, and an attribute value, bj , of B in R, fi and bj satisfy the relationship of
feature dependency, denoted by FD: fi → bj , iff ∀ rk ∈ R, if rk contains the feature fi at A, then B(rk ) = b j .
The feature dependency FD: fi → bj means that the feature fi can uniquely determine the value at B. For instance, in the
example of Table 1, assume that if a paper contains the keyword “query” in its title, its Journal attribute value should be
“TKDE”. Then, a feature dependency exists between the feature “query” and the attribute value “TKDE”. Obviously, a feature
dependency can be highly effective in reasoning about missing values. In Table 1, if a tuple has a missing Journal value and
its title contains the keyword “query”, it can be reasoned by the feature dependency that the missing Journal value should
be “TKDE”.
Unfortunately, the validity of feature dependency depends on the uniqueness of attribute values on the right hand side.
It can be observed that for representing the correlation between features and attribute values, feature dependency is usually
too rigid. In Table 1, it can be expected that there exist very few features of title keyword or author name that can determine
the value at the Journal attribute. As a result, very few missing values at Journal could be ﬁlled by feature dependencies.
To enable more ﬂexible representation of the correlation between features and attribute values, we introduce the concept of
generalized feature dependency. As a generalization of feature dependency, GFD replaces a single value with a multi-value
probability distribution at its right-hand side. We formally deﬁne GFD as follows:
Deﬁnition 4. Suppose that fi denotes a feature of A and Sb denotes a set of attribute values of B in R. The generalized feature
dependency between fi and Sb is represented by
D (P (b j | fi ))

GF D : fi −−−−−−→ Sb ,
in which ∀bj ∈ Sb , P(bj |fi ) denotes the probability of a tuple’s attribute value at B being bj given the presence of the feature
fi at A, D (P (b j | fi )) denotes the distribution of P(bj |fi ) with regard to all the distinct B values in Sb , subject to  j P(bj |fi )=1.
In the special case that the feature fi can determine a unique attribute value at B, which is supposed to be b∗ , we have



P (b j | f i ) =

1
0

if b j = b∗ ,
otherwise;

(1)

Then, generalized feature dependency degenerates into feature dependency. It is also interesting to observe that if each
attribute value of A corresponds to a feature and each feature can uniquely determine the attribute value of B, the feature
dependencies between the attribute values at A and B constitute a traditional functional dependency between A and B.
3.2. Feature extraction
Obviously, each attribute value can be considered as a feature. For instance, in Table 1, each paper title corresponds to
a feature. However, the effectiveness of a GFD for missing value imputation depends on its feature’s repeated occurrences
in multiple tuples. The features of attribute values would have limited prediction power if they have few redundancies
in a dataset. In Table 1, if each tuple corresponds to a unique paper and each paper has a distinct title, then the feature
dependencies between Title values and Journal values are powerless with regard to reasoning about the missing Journal
values. Therefore, for string attribute values, we extract n-grams, which are widely used in computational linguistics [5], as
features. In Table 1, n-grams can be title keywords (e.g. “database” and “database systems”) or author names (e.g., “Yu, P.S”).
For numerical attribute values, the entire values should be treated as features.
3.3. Probability estimation
Observing that a tuple in R usually contains multiple features, we ﬁrst present the methods to compute the conditional
probability, P(bj |fi ), for a single feature, and then describe how to compute the uniﬁed probability of P(bj |Xi ) by aggregating
P(bj |fi ), in which Xi contains multiple features.
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3.3.1. Computing P(bj |fi )
We estimate the conditional probabilities based on the tuples in RW , whose attribute values at B are not missing. If the
latter are discrete, P(bj |fi ) can be simply computed by

P (b j | f i ) =

f req(b j , fi ) + 
,
f req( fi ) + NB · 

(2)

where freq(fi ) denotes the total number of tuples containing the feature fi , freq(bj , fi ) denotes the total number of tuples
containing both fi and bj , NB denotes the cardinality of Dom(B) and  is a smoothing parameter.
If the attribute values at B are continuous, we resort to the technique of kernel density estimation [9] to approximate
P(bj |fi ). Suppose that there are m tuples containing the feature fi in RW . The conditional probability is estimated by

P (b j | f i ) =

m
1 
K
m



b j − bk

k=1



μ

,

(3)

where bk represent a tuple’s B value, K(·) represents a kernel function, and μ is a smoothing bandwidth parameter. In
practice, the Gaussian function is usually used as kernel.
3.3.2. Computing P(bj |Xi )
Formally, the framework measures the uniﬁed probability of a candidate bj , denoted by U(bj |Xi ), by a linear model as
follows:

U (b j |Xi ) =



wk · P (b j | fk ),

(4)

∀ fk ∈Xi

where fk denotes a feature in Xi , wk denotes the feature weight. In Eq. (4), the feature weight wk indicates a feature’s power
in determining the attribute value at B. We measure the power of a feature by



pow( fi , B ) =

P ( b j | f i )λ ,

(5)

∀b j ∈Dom(B )

in which λ ≥ 1 is a tuning parameter. In the case of λ = 1, all the features have the same prediction power of 1. If λ > 1,
the prediction power of a feature would increase with the non-uniformity of its probability distribution. For instance, with
λ = 2, pow(fk , B) will take the minimal value of N1 given a uniform distribution over B values, in which N denotes the number
of distinct B values. In comparison, if fi can instead determine a unique value for B, pow(fk , B) will take the maximal value
of 1. It can also be observed that if λ 1, P(bj |fk ) with the maximal value would dominate a feature’s prediction power. That
is, increasing the value of λ would enlarge the relative prediction power for the feature with a more skewed probability
distribution.
Example 2. In the example shown in Table 1, by GFD, the feature “database” of the attribute Title indicates that the probability of the corresponding value at Journal being “TKDE” is 60%, its probability of being “VLDB Journal” or “Information
11
Systems” is both 20%. With λ = 2, pow(“database”, Journal) = 25
= 0.44.
With wk = pow( fk , B ), the uniﬁed probability of bj can be represented by

U (b j |Xi ) =



pow( fk , B ) · P (b j | fk )

(6)

∀ fk ∈Xi

Due to length variety of attribute values, the number of extracted features may vary signiﬁcantly in different tuples.
Therefore, we use the softmax transformation [33], which has been widely used in machine learning, to normalize the
uniﬁed probabilities into posterior probabilities at a uniform scale as follows:

exp(τ · U (b j |Xi ))
P (b j |Xi ) = N
B
exp(τ · U (bk |Xi ))
k=1

(7)

where exp(·) denotes the natural exponential function, NB denotes the cardinality of Dom(B) and τ > 0 is a tuning parameter.
Intuitively, the posterior probability P(bj |Xi ) represents the relative preference of bj over other candidates for the imputation
in ri . In the extreme case of τ = 0, all the posterior probabilities P(bj |Xi ) hold equal values. With τ > 0, the candidate with
the largest uniﬁed probability has the correspondingly largest posterior probability. It can be observed that increasing the
value of τ would enlarge the relative preference for the candidate with the largest uniﬁed probability over other candidates.
In the extreme case of τ → ∞, the candidate with the largest uniﬁed probability (e.g., b∗ ) would have the posterior probability close to 1, or P(b∗ |Xi ) ≈ 1, and the posterior probabilities of other candidates would be close to 0, or P(bj |Xi ) ≈ 0 if
bj = b∗ .
It can be observed that in the framework without quality guarantee, the parameter τ can not affect imputation results:
it is therefore set to be the default value of 1. For quality control, the values of λ and τ in Eqs. (5) and (7) can be tuned for
maximizing recall. Their tuning techniques would be presented in details in Section 4.
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Table 4
An example of GFD matrix.
Journal/Feature

“Query”

“Database”

TKDE
VLDB Journal
Information Systems

1.0
0
0

0.6
0.2
0.2

Fig. 1. Precision monotonicity.

Example 3. Suppose that in Table 1, f1 = “Query” and f2 = “Database” are two features of the Title attribute. The GFD
matrix is shown in Table 4. With λ = 2, the feature weights can be computed by pow( f 1 , B ) = 1, and pow( f2 , B ) = 0.44.
We denote the Journal attribute values, “TKDE”, “VLDB Journal” and “Information Systems” by b1 , b2 and b3 respectively.
For the missing value imputation in t6 , the uniﬁed probabilities of the three candidates can be computed by U (b1 |X6 ) =
1.0 ∗ 1 + 0.44 ∗ 0.6 = 1.264, U (b2 |X6 ) = 1.0 ∗ 0 + 0.44 ∗ 0.2 = 0.088, and U (b3 |X6 ) = 1.0 ∗ 0 + 0.44 ∗ 0.2 = 0.088. With τ = 2,
their ﬁnal posterior probabilities can be computed by Eq. (7), as P (b1 |X6 ) = 0.84, P (b2 |X6 ) = 0.08 and P (b3 |X6 ) = 0.08.
4. Quality control
As deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2, the optimization objective of quality control is to build a probabilistic model that can maximize recall while meeting a user-speciﬁed precision level with a given conﬁdence. We represent a model by M(λ, τ , θ ), in
which λ and τ are the parameters deﬁned in Eqs. (5) and (7) respectively, and θ denotes the match probability threshold.
The mechanism of quality control ensures imputation precision by setting an appropriate threshold on match probability.
In other words, a ﬁlling candidate b∗ for the tuple ri would be accepted by M(λ, τ , θ ) if and only if its estimated match
probability exceeds the threshold, or P(b∗ |Xi ) ≥ θ .
In the rest of this section, we ﬁrst describe the monotonicity property between match probability threshold and achieved
precision level in Section 4.1, then present the techniques for model optimization in Section 4.2, and ﬁnally give the theoretical bounds in Section 4.3.
4.1. Precision monotonicity
Intuitively, it can be reasoned that the higher the value of P(b∗ |Xi ) is, the more probably it is the true value. We represent
this property by

P (b∗ = br ) ∼ P (b∗ |Xi )
b∗

(8)
br

where
is a ﬁlling value and
represents the true value. With this assumption, we formally establish the monotonicity
property between the match probability threshold and the achieved precision level by the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Given R and two imputation models with the same parameter values for λ and τ , M(λ, τ , θL ) and M(λ, τ , θU ),
suppose that the imputation model satisﬁes the monotonicity of precision on R. If θ L ≤ θ U , then φ L ≤ φ U , where φ i denotes the
achieved precision level of M(λ, τ , θi ) on R.
θ

θ

[θ ,θU ]

U
L
Proof. Assuming that RM
and RM
denote the set of tuples imputed by M(λ, τ , θL ) and M(λ, τ , θU ) respectively, and RML
denotes the set of tuples with the match probabilities between θ L and θ U , then we have

θL ,θU ]
RθML = RθMU ∪ R[M

With φ [L, U] ≤ φ U as shown in Fig. 1, we have

φL =

φU · NU + φ[L,U] · N[L,U]
NU + N[L,U]

≤

φU · NU + φU · N[L,U]
NU + N[L,U]

= φU
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Fig. 2. Impact of θ on precision & recall.

θ

θ

[θ ,θU ]

U
L
where φ U , φ L and φ [L, U] denote the precisions for RM
, RM
and RML

θU

nalities of RM and

[ θ ,θ ]
RML U

respectively.

respectively, and NU and N[L, U] denoting the cardi-



We have also empirically veriﬁed the monotonicity property between θ and φ on the real dataset of CiteSeer1 . We set
λ=2 and τ =2. The detailed evaluation results are presented in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the achieved precision level
increases with the threshold θ , while the achieved recall level decreases with θ .
According to the precision monotonicity, the achieved precision level of an imputation model, M(λ, τ , θ ), increases with
the threshold θ . Therefore, precision level can be enforced by only imputing the candidates whose match probabilities
exceed an underlying threshold, or P(b∗ |Xi ) ≥ θ .
4.2. Model optimization
To facilitate quality control, we partition RC , the set of tuples whose values at the attribute B are not missing, into two
sets, RW and RV . The set RW is used to estimate the probability P(bj |Xi ), and the set RV is instead used for optimizing the
model by parameter tuning. The process of model optimization searches an optimal model on the validation set RV , and
uses its performance on RV to predict its performance on RI . With the assumption that RV and RI are drawn independently
from same underlying distribution, a model’s high performance on RV would result in its similarly high performance on RI .
Note that the achieved recall of a model, M(λ, τ , θ ), on the validation set RV decreases with the threshold θ . Therefore,
given the parameter values of λ and τ , the recall level of a model on RV can be maximized by minimizing the threshold of
θ while ensuring the precision level of φ . The optimal threshold θ can be identiﬁed by the following two steps:
1. Order all the ﬁlling candidates by their match probabilities P(b∗ |Xi ) in a decreasing order;
2. Iteratively impute a candidate in the ordered list until the precision level falls below φ .
The objective of model optimization is therefore to search for the values of λ and τ for the model, M(λ, τ , θ ), such that
the achieved recall level on RV is maximized while the achieved precision meets the requirement φ . We formally deﬁne the
optimization problem as follows:

(λ∗ , τ ∗ ) = argmax(|RM | )
s.t.

M

RM = imputedSet(λ, τ , φ )

(9)

where φ denotes the user-speciﬁed precision level, M denotes a model that meets the precision level φ , and the function
imputedSet(λ, τ , φ ) returns the tuple set imputed by the model M with the parameters of λ and τ .
Since the 0–1 loss is employed in assessing the precision of imputations on the ﬂy, the objective function Eq. 9 is neither
smooth nor convex. Therefore, neither convex optimization [4,16] nor gradient-descent algorithms [17,27] can be directly
applied in optimizing the imputation model. It is noteworthy that in practice, the recommended search spaces for λ and τ
are both limited (e.g. 1 ≤ λ ≤ 5 and 1 ≤ τ ≤ 10). Increasing the value of τ would cause the threshold of θ to increase as well.
A threshold close to the upper limit of 1 is however undesirable because it would result in many ﬁlling candidates failing
to meet the threshold. Increasing the value of λ would weaken the contribution from low-weight features, thus cause the
ﬁlling recall to decline. We therefore propose a brute-force solution and a more eﬃcient heuristic alternative, which will be
detailed in the Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
We have also empirically examined the impact of the values of λ and τ on the real dataset of CiteSeer. We set φ =
0.85, and vary the value of λ from 1 to 3 and the value of τ from 1 to 6. The step sizes of λ and τ are set to 0.3 and
1 respectively. The detailed evaluations are presented in Fig. 3. It can be observed that the objective function is neither
smooth nor convex, and both λ and τ can inﬂuence the imputations.
1

https://www.cs.purdue.edu/commugrate/data/citeseer/.
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Fig. 3. Impact of q and τ for recall.

4.3. Bounds of precision
The theory of VC dimension2 is usually used to predict the probabilistic upper bound on the test error of a classiﬁcation
model. Vapnik [35] proved that the probability of the classiﬁcation error on a test data, which is drawn independently from
the same distribution as the training data, can be given by

P (ϒtest
 ≤ ϒtrain +
=

1
[dM
N

(log(

) = 1 − η,
2N
dM

(10)

) + 1 ) − log( η4 )]

where Ytrain and Ytest denote the misclassiﬁcation rates over the training data and the test data respectively,
denotes their
performance gap, N denotes the size of the training data, dM is the VC dimension (for Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension) of
the classiﬁcation model M and 0 < η < 1. Note that VC dimension measures the capacity of a space of functions that can
be learned by a statistical classiﬁcation model. It is deﬁned as the cardinality of the largest set of points that a model can
shatter.
In our scenario, the model M classiﬁes the tuples in RI into two categories, which consist of the tuples whose missing
values would be imputed and the tuples whose missing values would not be imputed respectively. RV and RI correspond to
the training data and the test data respectively. Therefore, the achieved precision of the optimal model, M∗ , over RI can be
estimated by

P (φI ≥ φV −

)=1−η

(11)

Given a precision requirement φ and a conﬁdence level γ , we can ensure the precision of
by setting η = 1 − γ and
φ = φV − , in which φ V denotes the achieved precision of M∗ over RV . Accordingly, the lower bound of the precision of
M∗ over RV should be φ + , or φV ≥ φ + . Eq. (11) dictates the lower bound of the precision of M∗ over RI . Note that
M∗

the performance gap of M∗ over RV and RI ,
we have the following lemma:

, decreases with the size of RV . On the VC dimension of our imputation model,

Lemma 2. The VC dimension of the classiﬁer corresponding to the model of M(λ, τ , θ ) is equal to 1.
Proof. Consider the two tuples r1 and r2 having missing values for the attribute B in R. Suppose that both of them have
only one feature, f1 in r1 and f2 in r2 , and each missing value has only two candidates, b1 and b2 . Also suppose that the
two data points corresponding to r1 and r2 can be represented by the feature dependency vectors of D1 =(w11 , w12 ) and
D2 =(w21 , w22 ) respectively, in which wi j = P (b j | fi ), w11 + w12 = 1, w21 + w22 = 1 and w11 > w21 > 0.5. Since w11 > w21 > 0.5,
it can be observed that σM (D1 ) ≥ σM (D2 ), in which σM (Di ) denotes the estimated probability of the ﬁlling candidate for Di
based on the model M. Consider the label assignment of L(D1 )=“-” and L(D2 )=“+”, in which the label of “+” (or “-”) means
that the target tuple is imputed (or not imputed) by M. It can be observed that M cannot shatter D1 and D2 with the label
assignment as shown above. Proof completed. 
According to Eq. (10) and Lemma 2, on the theoretical precision bound of the optimal model on RI , we have the following
theorem:
Theorem 1. Suppose that RV and RI are drawn independently from the same distribution. Given a precision requirement of φ
and a conﬁdence level of γ , the imputation model M, which achieves the ﬁlling precision φV = φ +
on RV , would achieve the
precision of φ on RI with the probability of at least γ , in which



=

2

1

|RV |

(log(2|RV | ) + 1 ) − log(

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VC_dimension

1−γ
)
4
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Example 4. Suppose that RV has 10,0 0 0 records. Given the precision requirement of 0.8 and the conﬁdence level of 0.9,
the performance gap is 0.038 according to Theorem 1, or
= 0.038. Therefore, an imputation model, which achieves the
precision of 0.838 on RV , would achieve the desired precision of 0.8 on RI with the conﬁdence of 0.9.
5. Algorithms
In this section, we present the necessary algorithms for identifying the optimal model, M(λ, τ , θ ) and analyze their time
complexity. The imputation algorithm based on M(λ, τ , θ ) is straightforward, thus omitted here.
5.1. Computing the GFD matrix
For the task of missing value imputation, we represent the generalized feature dependencies by a matrix, W, in which
each row and column correspond to a feature and an attribute value respectively, and the value of W[fi , bj ] represents the
conditional probability of P(bj |fi ). A feature refers to an n-gram at any attribute except B in R, in which n is usually set to be
a small number. In the example shown in Table 1, both author names and keywords in the titles represent features. If n ≤ 2,
then both 1-grams (e.g. “database”) and 2-grams (e.g. “database systems”) are considered as features. Our implementation
in Section 6 used the feature extraction functions provided by the open-source scikit-learn project [25]. It is worthy to point
out that the imputation framework does not require to select features for performance optimization: any n-gram in the
attribute values can be extracted as a feature. However, not all features are useful for the imputation in RI . We deﬁne the
concept of effective feature as follows:
Deﬁnition 5. A feature fE is effective if and only if fE ∈ FE = FW ∩ (FV ∪ FI ), where FW , FV and FI denote the sets of features
extracted from RW , RV and RI respectively.
Intuitively, the optimal imputation model needs to be ﬁrst identiﬁed over RV , then deployed to ﬁll the missing values in
RI . In other words, RV and RI should share the same feature space (FV ∪ FI ). Since the evidential supports are estimated over
RW , we deﬁne the set of effective features, FE , as FW ∩ (FV ∪ FI ). It can be observed that the features other than effective ones
cannot contribute to the reasoning process, thus can be ﬁltered out. The algorithm of computing the GFD matrix is sketched
in Algorithm 1 . Lines 1–4 retrieve effective features. The function featureSet(R, n) retrieves all the features of k-grams
Algorithm 1: Computing the GFD matrix.
Input : R: the tuple set;
n: the maximal length of feature grams;
Output: W: the GFD matrix.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

FW ← featureSet (RW , n );
FV ← featureSet (RV , n );
FI ← featureSet (RI , n );
FE ← FW ∩ (FV ∪ FI );
Initialize the matrix C;
for each tuple ri in RW do
Fi ← featureSet (ri , n );
for each feature f j ∈ FE ∩ Fi do
C[ f j , B(ri )]++;
W ← normalize (C );
return (W)

(k ≤ n) from R. Lines 6–9 iterate over the tuples in RW and update the co-occurrence matrix C by counting the concurrences
of fj and bi , where bi ∈ Dom(B). Line 10 normalizes the matrix C row-wisely into W. Table 4 has shown a toy example of a
GFD matrix.
On its time complexity, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Suppose that k-grams are extracted as features where k is a constant. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 can be
represented by O(NF · |R|), in which NF denotes the number of extracted features, and |R| denotes the cardinality of R.
Proof. Features are extracted from the attribute values (except at B) over all tuples from R, i.e., RW + RV + RI , thus the
process of effective feature extraction takes the complexity of O(|R|). Updating matrix C takes O(NF · |RW |), which is the same
order of O(NF · |R|). Normalization for C takes O(NF · NB ), in which NB denotes the number of distinct B values in R. In all,
Algorithm 1 takes the complexity of O(NF · |R|). 
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5.2. Identifying optimal model
We ﬁrst present a procedure that returns the minimal match probability threshold θ and the number of imputed tuples
given a combination of parameters of (λi , τ j ) and a user-speciﬁed precision level φ . It is detailed in Algorithm 2 . Line 1
Algorithm 2: imputedSet (W, λi , τ j , φ , RV ).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

LM ← max(softmax(W, λi , τ j , RV ));
LM ← sort(LM );
NM ← m;
Nr ← 0;
θ ∗ ← 1;
for ek ∈ LM (1 ≤ k ≤ m) do
if b∗k = B(ek ) then
Nr ← Nr + 1;

φ ∗ ← Nmr ;
if φ ∗ ≥ φ then
for ek ∈ LM ((m + 1 ) ≤ k ≤ |LM |) do
NM = NM + 1;
if b∗k = B(ek ) then
Nr ← Nr + 1;
if

Nr
NM ≥ φ then
θ ∗ = θ ( ek );

else
break;

20

else
NM = 0;

21

return (NM , θ ∗ )

19

selects the candidate with the maximal match probability for each tuple in RV . Line 2 sorts the tuples in RV by the match
probabilities of their ﬁlling candidates. The variable of NM at Line 3 counts the total number of imputations and Nr at Line
4 counts the number of correct imputations. To prevent the iterative process from terminating too early due to a small
number of incorrect imputations, lines 6–8 initialize the set of imputed tuples. At Line 7, b∗k represents the ﬁlling candidate
chosen for ek . Line 9 computes the precision level of the initialization set. Lines 11–18 iteratively impute the tuples in LM . If
the resulting precision level exceeds the level of φ (Line 15), it continues to impute the next tuple; otherwise, the iterative
process terminates (Line 18).
The brute-force algorithm for identifying the optimal model is sketched in Algorithm 3 . It searches over the parameter
Algorithm 3: Brute-force strategy.
Input : W: GFD matrix;
RV : the validation set of tuples ;
φ : the precision requirement;
Output: M(λ∗ , τ ∗ , θ ∗ ).
1
2

 ← (λ1 , · · · , λn );
 ← (τ1 , · · · , τm );

10

Nopt ← 0;
for (λi , τ j ) ∈  ×  do
(NM , θ ) ← imputedSet(W, λi , τ j , φ , RV );
if NM > Nopt then
λ∗ ← λi ;
τ ∗ ← τ j;
θ∗ ← θ;
Nopt ← NM ;

11

return M(λ∗ , τ ∗ , θ ∗ );

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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space λ × τ in a brute-force manner. On the time complexity of Algorithm 3, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3. The time complexity of Algorithm 3 can be represented by O(Nλ · Nτ · NV (NF + ln(NV ))), in which Nλ and Nτ denote
the cardinalities of the search space of λ and τ respectively, NF denotes the number of features and NV denotes the number of
tuples in the validation set RV .
Proof. The process of computing the match probabilities over ri ∈ RV takes O(NV · NF ). The operation of sorting the tuples
in RV by match probabilities takes O(NV · ln (NV )). The process of identifying the optimal threshold θ takes O(NV ). Therefore,
Algorithm 2 takes O(NV · (NF + ln(NV ))). Since Algorithm 3 identiﬁes the optimal model by running Algorithm 2 Nλ · Nτ
iterations, it thus takes O(Nλ · Nτ · NV (NF + ln(NV ))). 
5.3. Heuristic search approach
We also provide a heuristic approach for identifying the optimal model. It is more eﬃcient than the brute-force approach
but can achieve only a suboptimal solution. Similar to the popular Hill-Climbing algorithm, it starts with a random initialization and searches the optimal model greedily. We sketch its details in Algorithm 4 . Lines 1–6 ﬁrst make the necessary
initializations, and Lines 7–38 then search for the optimal model greedily by exploring neighbor regions with step size ,
until no further improvement can be made. On its time complexity, the worst case takes the same order as Algorithm 3, i.e.
O(Nλ · Nτ · NV (NF + ln(NV ))), while the average case is much lower at O((Nλ + Nτ ) · NV (NF + ln(NV ))).
It is worthy to point out that in the heuristic algorithm, the reachability to the global optimum is completely determined
by the initial state in the parameter space, and running the heuristic algorithm more rounds can reduce the risk of ending
with local optima. We will empirically evaluate the performance of the heuristic approach in Section 6.5.

6. Experiments
This section reports our experimental evaluation, which is organized as follows: Section 6.1 describes the experimental
setup. Section 6.2 evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed quality control mechanism. Section 6.3 compares the proposed framework with the state-of-the-art alternatives. Section 6.4 evaluates the scalability. Finally, Section 6.5 evaluates
the performance of the heuristic approach for identifying the optimal model.

6.1. Experimental setup
Our experimental evaluations are conducted over the following two real-world relational datasets:
1. CiteSeer. The dataset records a collection of research papers on computer science. It contains around 50 thousand records.
The missing values are located at the Journal attribute.
2. Hotel. The dataset contains the information of around 50 thousand hotels over the world. It consists of the attributes,
Name, Address, City, State, Country, PostalCode, Airport and Currency. The missing values are located at the Airport attribute.
We select these two datasets to represent two different application scenarios. In CiteSeer, a very limited number of
tuples have the equivalent or highly similar values on the dominant attributes. In comparison, the Hotel dataset has many
more tuples sharing values on the dominant attributes. On both datasets, we extract both 1-grams and 2-grams as features.
Following the same line of evaluating data repairing techniques by artiﬁcially injecting errors, we randomly remove values
as missing data. By default, RI , which denotes the set of tuples with missing values, is set to contain 10% of the tuples in
a test dataset R. However, we also evaluate the performance of different techniques under the circumstances with various
missing rates. We partition RC into RW and RV , in which RV is set to contain 20% of the tuples in R and the rest of tuples in
RC constitute the set RW .
The experiments were implemented in Python on a 64-bit Ubuntu platform. They were run on a PC with 2.3 GHz CPU
and 16GB RAM. On scalability evaluation, we run each program three times and report the averaged runtime. We observe
that the time difference between different runs does not exceed 5% of the runtime. The datasets and our implementations
have been made publicly available3 .

6.2. Quality control
We ﬁrst evaluate the performance of the quality control mechanism in the default setting in Section 6.2.1. By default,
the missing rate is set to 10% and the conﬁdence level is set to 0.9, or γ = 0.9. The parameter search spaces for λ and τ are
set to 1.0 ≤ λ ≤ 3.0 with step size 0.5 and 1 ≤ τ ≤ 5 with step size 1 respectively. Then we evaluate its performance under
various missing rates and various dataset sizes in Section 6.2.2 and in Section 6.2.3, respectively.
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Algorithm 4: Heuristic search algorithm.
Input : W: GFD matrix;
RV : the validation set of tuples;
φ : the precision requirement;
Output: M(λ∗ , τ ∗ , θ ∗ ).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

 ← (λ1 , · · · , λn );
 ← (τ1 , · · · , τm );
(Nopt , θopt ) ← imputedSet(W, λi , τ j , φ , RV );
λi ← randomSelect ();
τ j ← randomSelect ();

next Iterat ion ← true;
while next Iterat ion do
next Iterat ion ← false;
(Nλi − ,τ j , θλi − ,τ j ) ← imputedSet(W, λi −

, τ j , φ , RV );
(Nλi + ,τ j , θλi + ,τ j ) ← imputedSet(W, λi + , τ j , φ , RV );
(Nλi ,τ j − , θλi ,τ j − ) ← imputedSet(W, λi , τ j − , φ , RV );
(Nλi ,τ j + , θλi ,τ j + ) ← imputedSet(W, λi , τ j + , φ , RV );

if Nλi − ,τ j > Nopt then
λopt ← λi − ;
τopt ← τ j ;
θopt ← θλi − ,τ j ;
Nopt ← Nλi − ,τ j ;
next Iterat ion ← true;
if Nλi + ,τ j > Nopt then
λopt ← λi + ;
τopt ← τ j ;
θopt ← θλi + ,τ j ;
Nopt ← Nλi + ,τ j ;
next Iterat ion ← true;
if Nλi ,τ j − > Nopt then
λopt ← λi ;
τj ← τj − ;
θopt ← θλi ,τ j − ;

29

Nopt ← Nλi ,τ j − ;

30

next Iterat ion ← true;

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

if Nλi ,τ j +

> Nopt then

λopt ← λi ;
τj ← τj + ;
θopt ← θλi ,τ j + ;
Nopt ← Nλi ,τ j + ;
next Iterat ion ← true;

λi ← λopt ;
τ j ← τopt ;
return M(λi , τ j , θopt );

6.2.1. Precision guarantee
The performance of quality control on both datasets, given different precision requirements, are presented in Fig. 4(a)
and (c), in which the X axis represents the user-speciﬁed precision level, the line of PrecI denotes the achieved precision
level on RI , and the lines of PrecL and PrecU denote its estimated lower and upper bounds respectively. It can be observed
that at all the speciﬁed levels, the trained model succeeds to meet the precision requirement. As shown in Fig. 4(b) and (d),

3

http://www.wowbigdata.com.cn/RDI/index.html.
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Fig. 4. Quality control on CiteSeer and Hotel.

Fig. 5. Recall maximization on CiteSeer.
Table 5
Performance comparison on RV vs RI within CiteSeer.

φ

Precision
RV

RI

RV

RI

0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.9

0.7382
0.7883
0.8383
0.8884
0.9383

0.7368
0.7806
0.8295
0.8822
0.9284

0.667
0.6211
0.5646
0.4719
0.3391

0.6656
0.6164
0.5634
0.4794
0.3424

Recall

Fig. 6. Quality control with various missing rates.

the achieved recalls decrease with the speciﬁed precision level as expected. These experimental results clearly demonstrate
the effectiveness of the quality control mechanism in enforcing precision requirement.
To gain better insight into the evaluation results presented in Fig. 4, we empirically investigate the effectiveness of the
proposed model-training technique. We visualize the recall levels achieved by the models with various combinations of λ
and τ on RV and RI in Fig. 5. It can be observed that the performance variation patterns of the parameterized model on
RV and RI are very similar: a parameter combination that achieves high recall on RV usually results in similarly high recall
on RI . We also compare the performance of the trained model on RV and RI . The detailed results on Citeseer are presented
in Table 5. The results on Hotel are similar, thus omitted here. It can be observed that the trained model achieves highly
similar performance on RV and RI at all the speciﬁed precision levels.
6.2.2. Varying missing rate
On both datasets, we vary the miss rate from 0.1 to 0.4, ρ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The detailed results are presented in Fig. 6,
in which the line of PrecL denotes the speciﬁed precision level. It can be observed that with all the missing rates, the trained
model succeeds to meet the precision requirement. As expected, the achieved recall decreases with the speciﬁed precision
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Fig. 7. Quality control with various dataset sizes.

level. It can also be observed that the achieved recall tends to decrease with the missing rate. Higher missing rate means
more tuples in RI and less tuples in RW . Since less tuples are available for GFD computation, more tuples in RI would lack
suﬃcient evidential support. However, it is worthy to point out that with the missing rate increased from 10% to 40%, the
achieved recall level decreases only slightly (by less than 10%).
These experimental results demonstrate that the proposed mechanism of quality control can work reliably under various
missing rates.
6.2.3. Varying dataset size
To generate the test datasets with various sizes, we randomly choose tuples from the original dataset. We vary the
dataset size from 10,0 0 0 to 50,0 0 0. We set the missing rate to 10% and the required precision level to 0.8, φ = 0.8. The
detailed evaluation results are presented in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the trained model manages to meet the precision
requirement on all the test datasets. As expected, the estimated upper bound of precision (PrecU ) decreases with the dataset
size, and the achieved precision also tends to decrease (but with some exceptions).
These experimental results demonstrate the performance robustness of the proposed mechanism with regard to dataset
size. Additionally, it can clearly beneﬁt from the rich training examples provided by a large-sized dataset.
6.3. Comparative evaluation
We compare the proposed framework, denoted by GFD, with the state-of-the-art alternatives, which include MIBOS [36],
CMI [41], ROUND [31] and the bayesian approach [12] (denoted by NB). MIBOS is a classical technique based on value equality on the dominant attributes. CMI is a typical technique considering imputation between most similar records. ROUND
enriches similarity neighbors by tolerating small variations in similarity rules such that more ﬁllings can be acquired. NB is
a popular classiﬁcation-based technique. We implemented the NB approach based on the scikit-learn project [25].
Since no precision requirement is speciﬁed, the GFD approach imputes all the tuples having missing values and at least
one effective feature. The comparative results on both datasets with various missing rates are presented in Fig. 8, in which
performance is measured by the metrics of precision, recall and F1 . On CiteSeer, it can be observed that MIBOS achieves
high precision but has very low recall. MIBOS considers imputation only between the tuples with equivalent values on the
dominant attributes. However, Citeseer has very few pairs of tuples sharing the same values on the dominant attributes,
Author and Title. Compared with MIBOS, CMI achieves overall better performance. Instead of imputing based on value
equality, CMI imputes a missing value at a tuple by considering the tuple’s most similar neighbor. Therefore, it should be not
surprising that CMI can ﬁll in more missing values than MIBOS. It can also be observed that ROUND achieves considerably
better performance than MIBOS. By accommodating small variances to attribute values and relaxing the neighbor deﬁnition,
it does allow more missing values to be ﬁlled. ROUND also achieves higher precision than CMI. Unlike CMI, ROUND requires
users to set a proper threshold on value similarity for identifying neighbors. It can therefore ﬁll in missing values with
more accuracy. On CiteSeer, NB achieves better performance than both CMI and ROUND. Only a few tuples in the CiteSeer
dataset share identical or highly similar values on the dominant attributes. In such case, the classiﬁcation-based approach
can usually beat the NN-based approach on performance. Finally, it can be clearly observed that GFD achieves both high
precision and high recall. It beats all the alternatives. Speciﬁcally, it outperforms the NN-based techniques by comfortable
margins on the F1 metric.
The evaluation results on Hotel are similar. GFD achieves overall better performance than all the alternatives. It can be
observed that the NN-based techniques perform better on Hotel than on CiteSeer. In the Hotel dataset, there are many tuples
with identical values at the dominant attributes, City and PostalCode. Therefore, the NN-based techniques can achieve
higher precision and recall on Hotel than on Citeseer. It is interesting to point out that compared with the results on Citeseer,
even though GFD outperforms the NN-based techniques by smaller margins, it outperforms NB by more considerable ones.
Observing that the NN-based techniques (e.g., MIBOS, CMI and ROUND) can beneﬁt from the presence of clusters of
duplicates, we also evaluate the performance of different techniques on the datasets with various tuple duplication rates.
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Fig. 8. Comparative evaluation results.

Fig. 9. Comparative evaluation with various tuple duplication rates.

The test datasets are generated by randomly choosing a speciﬁed percentage of tuples (between 10% and 50%) in the Citeseer
dataset and duplicating each of them. The comparative results measured on the F1 metric are presented in Fig. 9. It can be
observed that compared with NB and GFD, the NN-based techniques do beneﬁt more from the presence of duplicate tuples.
As the duplication rate increases from 10% to 50%, their performance improves more dramatically than that of NB and GFD.
However, it can be observed that GFD consistently outperforms all the alternatives at all the duplication rates.
These experimental results show that even without a speciﬁed precision requirement, the proposed GFD approach consistently outperforms the existing alternatives on the datasets with various characteristics. They bode well for GFD’s performance robustness in practical scenarios.

6.4. Scalability
We evaluate the scalability of the GFD approach on the Citeseer dataset. The results on Hotel are similar, thus omitted here. The evaluation results are presented in Fig. 10(a), in which the runtime includes the time to compute the GFD
matrix and train the imputation model. The missing rate is set to be 10%. It can be observed that the consumed runtime
increases nearly linearly with the dataset size. This observation is consistent with the complexity analysis result presented
in Section 5.
We also evaluate the eﬃciency of the GFD approach under various missing rates. We set the dataset size to 50,0 0 0 and
vary the missing rate from 10% to 70%. Fig. 10(b) and (c) report the size of the effective feature set FE and the runtime
respectively. It can be observed that the size of the effective feature set FE initially increases with missing rate, and then
gradually decreases after the missing rate exceeds 40%. The runtime variation with missing rate follows a similar pattern.
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Fig. 10. Scalability evaluation.

Fig. 11. Evaluation of heuristic search over Citeseer.

6.5. Heuristic search approach
This subsection evaluates the performance of the heuristic search approach for identifying the optimal imputation model.
We run a heuristic search with 4 random initial states and plot their tracks in Fig. 11(a). It can be observed that only a few
initial states (e.g., the states along the green line) can end with the global optimum while others can only end with local
optima (e.g., the states along the red and blue lines). In fact, only about 27% of initial states in the parameter space shown
in Fig. 11(a) can achieve the global optimum via heuristic search. Although the global optimum can not be guaranteed by
heuristic search in a single iteration, the risk of ending with local optima can be reduced to an arbitrary small value 
by running more iterations with distinct random initial states. As shown in Fig. 11(b), the Reliability or the probability of
converging to the global optimum increases with Niter , which denotes the number of executed iterations. The Reliability
has exceeded 99% (over 10 0 0 repeats) when Niter increases to more than 14. More details about the relationship between
Reliability and Niter are however beyond the scope of this paper.
In summary, over small search space, the brute-force strategy provides a simple and effective approach for obtaining the
optimal model; while over large search space, where the brute-force strategy becomes infeasible, the global optimal model
can be identiﬁed probabilistically by running multiple iterations of the heuristic search.
7. Related work
To improve data quality, it is a common practice to ﬁll missing values based on the available information in relational
datasets [10]. The existing imputation techniques can be broadly classiﬁed into statistical [14,22,28], nearest neighbor (NN)
[2,11,31,40] and machine learning (ML) [3,12,13,20,26,29] approaches. However, none of them provides the capability of quality control for missing value imputation.
The statistical approaches ﬁll the missing data such that statistical properties of interest are maximally maintained. Most
of them devoted themselves to impute numerical missing data. The authors of [14] proposed to ﬁll the missing numerical
(categorical) values by the mean (mode) of the corresponding attribute values. The authors of [28] proposed a regularized
Expectation Maximization approach for imputing the numerical missing values. The authors of [22] proposed to impute the
missing values in gas ﬂow data by using non-equal-length granules correlation coeﬃcient. KPCAimpute [30] proposed to
impute the missing values in microarray data by Kernel PCA.
The NN-based approaches impute a record’s missing value based on its neighbors. The technique of editing rule [11] imputes a missing data with the value from the neighbor record in master data. The authors of [31] sought to maximize the
imputations by tolerating small value variations in identifying neighbors, but tuning the distance threshold may be a tedious
task. kNNI [2] ﬁrst identiﬁes the k nearest neighbors, and then imputes the missing values by the mode or the mean of the
k neighbors. Again, determining the value of k may be a tedious task. The authors of [40] suggested imputing a missing
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value only if the nearest neighbor is not far from it, and giving up imputation otherwise. Most of the NN-based approaches
focus on ﬁlling categorical missing data. They are prone to suffering from the problem of neighbor sparsity.
The ML approaches ﬁrst train a model over complete records, and then impute the missing values either by classiﬁcation
or regression. The authors of [20] proposed a Bayesian approach for categorical missing data imputation. The authors of
[29] employed a combination of neural network and rough set theory. MissForest [32] ﬁrst ﬁts a random forest over observed
data, and then imputes the missing values iteratively until the imputations converge (no more update available for imputed
data matrix). In [8], a set of decision trees were ﬁrst constructed over complete records, one for each attribute having
missing values; then each incomplete record is assigned to the corresponding trees leaf; ﬁnally the missing values of an
incomplete record are imputed based on the records within the same leaf node. The authors of [26] proposed a hybrid
classiﬁcation model, which combines K-means clustering with a multilayer perceptron. UBP [13] imputes missing values
with unsupervised backpropagation. The authors of [3] proposed to impute deeply learned auto encoders. As pointed out
in [39], the accuracies of ML-based methods tend to be low when the proportion of missing values is too large in training
data.
Our proposed framework is built on the concept of general feature dependency (GFD), which is closely related to relaxed
functional dependencies (RFD) [6]. However, GFD is different from RFD in two important aspects. Firstly, RFD is deﬁned
between two attributes while GFD is deﬁned between features and attribute values. Secondly, RFD relaxes the functional
dependency on the extent of the attribute comparison, whereas GFD instead relaxes feature dependency by generalizing a
single value into a multiple-value distribution on the right-hand side.
It can be observed that, even with our best, there still exists some missing data that can not be imputed with high
accuracy based on the information available in a relational dataset. Our work is therefore complementary to the existing
work resorting to external knowledge (e.g. Web) and human intelligence for data imputation. The authors of [38] proposed
a human-machine hybrid workﬂow for relational missing value imputation. The authors of [39] employed Bayesian network
and Crowdsourcing to improve imputation accuracy and eﬃciency. The authors of [7,21,34] studied how to perform relational
value imputation based on the Web.
At last, there also exist some work studying how to analyze data over incomplete data. The authors of [15,23,24] evaluated top-K queries over incomplete data. The authors of [18,19,23] proposed the techniques for processing the skyline query
over incomplete data. The authors of [37] studied the rule acquisition problem over incomplete multi-scale decision tables.
These approaches provide alternative solutions to data analysis over incomplete data when the high-quality imputations are
infeasible.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel probabilistic framework for relational data imputation based on generalized feature dependency. Unlike previous techniques, which cannot enforce quality guarantees, the proposed framework enables a ﬂexible
mechanism for quality control. We have also proposed an imputation model with the precision guarantee and presented the
corresponding eﬃcient algorithms. Finally, our extensive experiments on real datasets have demonstrated that the proposed
framework performs better than the state-of-the-art alternatives and most importantly, its mechanism for quality control is
effective.
Although the proposed solution can enforce precision guarantee, some applications may require the more comprehensive
quality requirement speciﬁed at both precision and recall fronts. Enforcing both precision and recall is more challenging
and go beyond the capabilities of the existing automatic algorithms. In future work, it is interesting to investigate how
to incorporate human intelligence (e.g., crowd-sourcing) into the imputation process such that both precision and recall
guarantees can be enforced.
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